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Abstract
Multi-hop Question Answering is an agent
task for testing the reasoning ability. With
the development of pre-trained models, the im-
plicit reasoning ability has been surprisingly
improved and can even surpass human perfor-
mance. However, the nature of the black box
hinders the construction of explainable intel-
ligent systems. Several researchers have ex-
plored explainable neural-symbolic reasoning
methods based on question decomposition tech-
niques. The undifferentiable symbolic opera-
tions and the error propagation in the reasoning
process lead to poor performance. To allevi-
ate it, we propose a simple yet effective Global
Differentiable Learning strategy to explore opti-
mal reasoning paths from the latent probability
space so that the model learns to solve interme-
diate reasoning processes without expert anno-
tations. We further design a Dynamic Adaptive
Reasoner to enhance the generalization of un-
seen questions. Our method achieves 17% im-
provements in F1-score against BreakRC and
shows better interpretability. We take a step for-
ward in building interpretable reasoning meth-
ods.

1 Introduction

Multi-hop Question Answering involves retrieving
supporting facts from multiple documents along
with the explicit reasoning path and reasoning out
the answer (Yang et al., 2018). As pre-trained lan-
guage models evolved, the performance on this task
improved spectacularly (Kenton and Toutanova,
2019; Beltagy et al., 2020; Zaheer et al., 2020; Joshi
et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021a; Li et al., 2022). De-
spite the success, the black-box nature of pure neu-
ral networks has raised concerns among researchers
that the unexplainable reasoning process is unac-
ceptable for building trustworthy and robust intelli-
gent systems (Min et al., 2019; Ding et al., 2019;
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Multi-Hop Question: 
Where is a place that has both Lano Estacado and Buda Limestone geological formations?
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed
method. (a) gives an instance of the Question Semantic
Graph. As (c) shows, we propose two simple yet effec-
tive improvements for the explainable reasoning method
illustrated in (b), including Global Differentiable Learn-
ing and Dynamic Adaptive Reasoner (DA-Reasoner).

Perez et al., 2020; Wolfson et al., 2020; Tang et al.,
2021).

A feasible way to realize an explainable reason-
ing mechanism is by modeling the reasoning path
explicitly. Some researchers have successfully ex-
plored the idea of breaking up a multi-hop question
into sub-questions and solving them step by step ac-
cording to the logical relationships to arrive at the
final answer. Due to the complexity and expense of
constructing question decomposition datasets, early
work explored unsupervised (Perez et al., 2020) or
weakly supervised (Min et al., 2019) question de-
composition methods. However, the sub-questions
lack reasoning over logical relationships, thus they
are only valuable for retrieving supporting facts.
As Figure 1 (a) shows, the Allen institute (Wolfson
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et al., 2020) proposed the first large-scale ques-
tion decomposition dataset, where each instance
contains a multi-hop question and a question se-
mantic graph consisting of sub-questions annotated
by human experts according to a reasoning path.
Based on this, they further explored BreakRC, a
neural-symbolic reasoning method, and achieved
good interpretability. However, the undifferentiable
symbolic operations make the neural network rea-
soner untrainable. Thus, the semantic space of the
reasoner does not match the target sub-questions.
Furthermore, the error propagation in the reason-
ing path exacerbates this effect leading to the per-
formance lagging behind the mainstream implicit
reasoning models.

We propose a simple yet effective Global Differ-
entiable Learning strategy to alleviate the problem,
as is shown in Figure 2. It learns reasoning capabil-
ity by exploring the optimal reasoning path in the
latent reasoning space. The reasoner will predict
a set of candidate answers for each sub-question
one by one. Then the answer will be sampled by
probability and passed to the answer slots in the
next logically adjacent sub-question. During train-
ing, for the same instance, the model explores a
variety of reasoning paths in the potential space by
probability. We let the gradients backpropagated
under symbolic operations by using the Straight-
Through Estimator (Jang et al., 2017). The trick
allows the reasoner to become trainable to adapt to
sub-questions without ground-truth answers. We
further design an Dynamic Adaptive Reasoner to
improve generalization to unseen sub-questions.

2 Method

This section first introduces the backbone net-
work, including question decomposition and neural-
symbolic reasoning mechanism. Then we intro-
duce the proposed two improvements.

Backbone Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of
BreakRC. Given a multi-hop question Q, it first
uses a decomposition model (Wolfson et al., 2020)
to break out a multi-hop question into a set of
sub-questions sq = ⟨{sq1}, ..., {sqn;#n-1;#n-2}⟩.
Each sub-question contains zero or several answer
slots. The slot number corresponds to the sub-
question number, meaning that slot #n should be
filled with the answer to the nth sub-question sqn.
A directed acyclic question semantic graph can be
constructed based on the slot relationship. Rea-
soner R is an off-the-shelf single-hop reading com-
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Figure 2: Global Differentiable Learning. The box in
the top right corner shows one of the reasoning paths
(bold black line) sampled from the latent reasoning
space by probability.

prehension model. It predicts answers {a1, ..., an}
to the sub-questions {s1, ..., sn} based on context
C one by one and fills the corresponding answer
slots. The answer to the last sub-question sqn is
used as the reasoning result of the original multi-
hop question. θ is set of the model parameters.

an = R(sqn, an−1, an−2, C, θ) (1)

Global Differentiable Learning Figure 2 illus-
trates the learning process. It learns to solve in-
termediate reasoning process by exploring various
reasoning paths from the latent reasoning space
through a differentiable sampling strategy, alleviat-
ing the problem of semantic space mismatch and
error propagation.

Due to the lack of ground-truth answers for
the sub-questions, we assume that all the candi-
date answers are possible correct options. Differ-
ent reasoning paths are generated when different
sub-answers are passed over the question semantic
graph. All possible paths form a large latent reason-
ing space. Specifically, the reasoner R takes the
sub-question sqn for which the slot has been filled
and the context C as input, and predicts k candi-
date answers an = {an1 , ..., ank}. Each answer is
a successive token span in the context. The confi-
dence en = {en1 , ..., enk} of each answer is the sum
of the probabilities of the first and the last token
being the span’s start and end points, respectively.
We reparameterize the confidence en ∈ Rk×1 by
adding Gumbel noise Gn ∈ Rk×1 to it:
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en = en +Gn (2)

Gn = −log(−log(U)) (3)

U ∼ Uniform(0, 1) (4)

We then apply softmax with temperature τ to
calculate the logits ln = {ln1 , ..., lnk} for the repa-
rameterized confidence en. Finally, we sample
answer by applying Argmax function. The above
process achieves probability-based sampling. The
sampled answer is passed to the slot in the corre-
sponding sub-question. Repeat the above process
until the last sub-question.

lni = log
exp(eni /τ)∑K
k=1 exp(e

n
k/τ)

(5)

where the temperature τ is a hyper parameter
that controls the degree of smoothness of the prob-
ability distribution. The higher the temperature,
the smoother the probability distribution, tending
to explore diverse reasoning paths. As training
progresses, the temperature is adjusted from high
to low, limiting the available sampling space to
approximate the actual distribution.

The final reasoning result is the predicted answer
to the last sub-question. First, we use the cross-
entropy function to measure the difference between
it and the ground-truth answer to the original multi-
hop question. Then, we use a Straight-Through
Estimator (Jang et al., 2017) to detach the undif-
ferentiable discrete operation Argmax from the
computational graph. It makes it possible to back-
propagate the gradient along the reasoning path.
The reasoner learns to solve the intermediate rea-
soning process by performing gradient updating.

Dynamic Adaptive Reasoner The Dynamic
Adaptive Reasoner is a parameter-sparsified ver-
sion of the classic reading comprehension model
consisting of a transformer encoder and a classifica-
tion head. It enhances the generalization of unseen
sub-questions by leveraging the semantics of sub-
question and reasoning types to route encoding
blocks.

The encoder consists of a static and a dy-
namic adaptive part. In the dynamic adaptive
part, each layer contains M transformer blocks
{TRMj

1, ...,TRMj
M} with the same structure

and initial parameters. TRMj
m is the mth trans-

former block of the jth layer. Each block is also as-
signed a handle features for routing computations
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Figure 3: Dynamic Adaptive Reasoner. In the dy-
namic adaptive part, each layer’s router will dynamic
determine the block for encoding according to the se-
mantic and reasoning type of sub-questions.

hj = {hj1, ..., hjM}. The router dynamic selects
one block for encoding based on the semantics and
reasoning type of the sub-question and the handle
features. Specifically, when conducting routing
for layer j, the semantic representation zj is the
average feature of all tokens of the sub-question
encoded by the selected block in layer j − 1:

zj = MeanPooling(TRMj−1
selected(sq

n)) (6)

Each sub-question sqn belongs to a specific rea-
soning type ot determined during the question de-
composition phase. There are a total of 13 types,
such as Select, Filter, Project, etc. We embed them
in a vector space with each reasoning type corre-
sponding to a learnable vector vt. We project the
sum of them into a low-dimensional space and ap-
ply softmax function to calculate the probability of
the distribution wj ∈ RM×1. Finally, the router
selects the block TRMj

select with the highest prob-
ability.

vt = Embedding(ot) (7)

wj = softmax(Linear(zj + vt + hj)) (8)

TRMj
select = argmax(wj) (9)

Sub-questions with similar semantics and rea-
soning types will be encoded by the same blocks,
achieving approximate clustering to improve gen-
eralization to unseen sub-questions.
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3 Related Work

Many early works focused on improving informa-
tion retrieving and implicit reasoning mechanism
(Nishida et al., 2019; Qiu et al., 2019; Asai et al.,
2019; Beltagy et al., 2020; Zaheer et al., 2020;
Joshi et al., 2020; Perez et al., 2020; Xiong et al.,
2020; Fang et al., 2020; Groeneveld et al., 2020; Li
et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021b;
Wu et al., 2021; Qi et al., 2021). Despite the suc-
cess, they are unexplainable. Various interpretable
methods have been proposed for HotpotQA. De-
compRC (Min et al., 2019) explored a weakly su-
pervised question decomposition method and en-
sembles the results of the question decomposition-
based and implicit reasoning methods. CogQA
(Ding et al., 2019) built a cognitive graph by co-
ordinating an implicit extraction module and an
explicit reasoning module to provide explainable
reasoning paths. SNMN (Jiang and Bansal, 2019)
leveraged the Neural Module Network to construc
explainable system. ModularQA (Khot et al.,
2021) learns to ask sub-questions to existing sim-
ple QA models without annotated decompositions.
BreakRC (Wolfson et al., 2020) constructed the
first large-scale question decomposition dataset
and proposed a novel neural-symbolic reasoning
method that shows good interpretability.

4 Experiments

Datasets We evaluate our method on both the
distractor and fullwiki settings of HotpotQA (Yang
et al., 2018). The dataset contains 105,257 multi-
hop questions derived from Wikipedia paragraphs,
where the correct answer is a span in these para-
graphs. We present the EM (Exact Match) and F1
scores.

Implementation Details For Global Differen-
tiable Learning, we set the temperature τ to 10
and halve it after each epoch. For Dynamic Adap-
tive Reasoner, we choose the last four layers of the
encoder as the dynamic adaptive part, with the num-
ber of blocks per layer set to 3. We follow the same
approach of BreakRC to use the BERT-based RC
model from (Min et al., 2019) as the basic reasoner,
trained solely on SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)
(a single-hop question answering dataset). For op-
timization, we use Adam and set the learning rate
to 2e-5. The dimension of handle features is set to
768. The neuron number of reasoning type embed-
ding layer is set to 768. The maximum number of

Model Distractor Fullwiki
EM F1 EM F1

CogQA - - 37.6 49.4
DecompRC - 61.7 - 39.1
ModularQA - 61.8 - -
SNMN - 63.1 - -
BreakRCP 37.6 49.4 28.8 43.3
BreakRCG 39.2 51.4 34.6 44.6

OursP 53.1↑15.5 67.3↑17.9 43.7↑14.9 60.2↑16.9

w/o GDL 40.3 51.9 31.2 45.6
w/o DAR 49.7 65.8 40.1 57.6

OursG 55.4↑16.2 69.1↑17.7 50.3↑15.7 61.7↑17.1

w/o GDL 42.7 53.6 37.1 47.3
w/o DAR 52.2 66.2 45.9 59.2

Table 1: Results on HotpotQA. The - means that the
work did not report the result. Global Differentiable
Learning (GDL). Dynamic Adaptive Reasoner (DAR)

epochs is set to 5. We conduct our experiments on
NVIDIA V100 GPU with 32GB memory.

Baseline Models We compare our method with
some explainable models used for HotpotQA,
including BreakRC,DecompRC,CogQA,SNMN
and ModularQA. For a fair comparison, we use
the DecompRC 1hop train version, which excludes
an additional scorer module.

Results Table 1 shows the results. We report
results for OursP , which uses the predicted ques-
tion semantic graph, and OursG, which uses gold
question semantic graph. Our method significantly
improves the performance against our baseline
BreakRC and other explainable models. Further-
more, the ablation study further demonstrates the
effectiveness of the two improvements.

Case Study Figure 4 shows two cases of explain-
able reasoning process. Our method learns to solve
the intermediate sub-questions and shows better in-
terpretability. For more cases and analysis, please
refer to Appendix A.

5 Conclusion

We take a step forward in constructing the explain-
able method for Multi-hop Question Answering
by proposing two effective improvements. The
Global Differentiable Learning strategy learns opti-
mal reasoning paths by exploring latent probability
space to alleviate the problem of semantic space
mismatch and error propagation. The Dynamic
Adaptive Reasoner improves generalization to un-
seen sub-questions.
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Case 1:
  [Question]: Where does the state legislature in which John Coffin Talbot served convene? 
  [Answer]: the State House in Augusta
  [Context]: ... Talbot, a Democrat, served 6 one-year terms in the Maine Legislature (correct answer 
of   sub-question #1), including two in the Maine House of Representatives (1825; 1831)  ... The 
Legislature convenes at the State House in Augusta (final answer), where it has met since 1832. …

  [Results of Reasoning on Question Semantci Graph]: 

State legislature in which 
John Coffin Talbot served. Where #1 convenes

#1 #2Select (Reasoning Type) Bridge

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #1]:
  BreakRC: California State Legislature
  Ours: Maine Legislature

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #2]:
  BreakRC: each new two-year session
  Ours: State House in Augusta (as final answer)

pass answer to slot #1

Case 2:
  [Question]: What is the proper name for the steroid used by the retired British track sprinter who is 
one of the fastest European sprinters in the history of athletics?
  [Answer]: Tetrahydrogestrinone
  [Context]: … Dwain Anthony Chambers (correct answer of sub-question #1) (born 5 April 1978) 
is a retired British track sprinter. … He has won … and is one of the fastest European sprinters in the 
history of athletics. …   He received a two-year athletics ban in 2003 after testing positive for THG 
(correct answer of sub-question #2), a banned performance-enhancing drug. Tetrahydrogestrinone 
(final answer) (THG), often referred to by its nickname The Clear, is a synthetic, orally active 
anabolic-androgenic steroid (AAS) which was never marketed.

  [Results of Reasoning on Question Semantci Graph]: 

The retired British track sprinter 
who is one of the fastest European 
sprinters in the history of athletics

The steroid used by #1#1

#2

Select

Bridge

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #1]:
  BreakRC: Dwain Anthony Chambers
  Ours: Dwain Anthony Chambers

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #2]:
  BreakRC: Tetrahydrogestrinone
  Ours: THG

pass answer to slot #1

The proper name of #2

#3 Bridge

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #3]:
  BreakRC: The Clear
  Ours: Tetrahydrogestrinone (as final answer)

pass answer to slot #2

Figure 4: Case Study. The green font represents the
correct predicted answer, and the red font represents the
incorrect. Our method successfully learns the intermedi-
ate reasoning process and shows better interpretability.
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6 Limitations

• Question decomposition is the pre-stage of
building interpretable models. To the best
of our knowledge, there is only one large-
scale question decomposition dataset (Wolf-
son et al., 2020), and the performance of ex-
isting automatic decomposition models is far
below human performance. Inaccurate ques-
tion decomposition leads to errors in reason-
ing. Therefore, exploring better question de-
composition techniques is a challenging and
rewarding direction.

• Existing interpretable models (Min et al.,
2019; Jiang and Bansal, 2019; Ding et al.,
2019; Khot et al., 2021; Wolfson et al., 2020),
including our approach, focus on solving com-
plex questions, ignoring a simple question

with a complex context that requires a deep
understanding of the context to reason out the
answer.

• The Dynamic Adaptive Reasoner introduces a
small number of additional parameters in the
router, which can increase the computational
cost. A more efficient parameter-free routing
approach can be explored in the future.
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A More Cases

As Figure 5 shows, we present four extra cases to il-
lustrate the effectiveness and interpretability of our
method. We present all the intermediate reasoning
results predicted by our method and baseline model
(BreakRC). The green font represents the correct
predicted answer, and the red font represents the
incorrect.

• Case 3: This is an example of error propa-
gation. For the first sub-question, the answer
predicted by BreakRC is wrong, affecting the
subsequent reasoning process, thus outputting
the wrong final answer. Our method leverages
the proposed Global Differentiable Learning
Strategy to learn the optimal reasoning path
by exploring the latent reasoning space. Thus
it successfully learns to solve the intermediate
reasoning process.

• Case 4: This is an example of semantic space
mismatch. The reasoner in BreakRC is un-
trainable. Even if it correctly answers the first
sub-question, it is also prone to errors in the
subsequent reasoning process.

• Case 5: The reasoning type of sub-question 3
is comparison. It needs to select the entities
that meet the requirements according to the
results of the first and second sub-questions.
The answer to the second sub-question pre-
dicted by BreakRC is wrong and coinciden-
tally the same as the answer to the first sub-
question, so the program randomly selects one
as the final answer. Therefore, its interpretabil-
ity is greatly affected.

• Case 6: This is an example of interpretability.
Our method correctly completes all interme-
diate reasoning processes, showing good in-
terpretability. In contrast, BreakRC correctly
answers the second sub-question based on the
wrong answer to the first sub-question. It may
indicate that it does not learn to reason but
instead predicts the answer based on biased
information.
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Case 3:
  [Question]: What is the call sign of the airline that operates the flight with United Express Flight 
3411 incident?
  [Answer]: Brickyard
  [Context]: … from United Express Flight 3411 after he refused to depart the airplane upon the 
demand of management.... Republic Airline (correct answer of   sub-question #1) operated the 
scheduled passenger flight on behalf of United Express, a United Airlines regional branch. … Its call 
sign "Brickyard" (final answer) is derived from the nickname of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
 
 [Results of Reasoning on Question Semantci Graph]: 

Airline that operates the flight with 
United Express Flight 3411 incident Call sign of #1

#1 #2Select Bridge

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #1]:
  BreakRC: Provincetown-boston Airlines
  Ours: Republic Airline

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #2]:
  BreakRC: PBA
  Ours: Brickyard (as final answer)

pass answer to slot #1

Case 6:
  [Question]: What is the manufacturer of the car used by the Ford CD2 platform's design inspiration?
  [Answer]: Mazda
  [Context]: … The Ford CD2 platform …, The design is based on Mazda's GF (correct answer of 
sub-question #1) platform, used by the Mazda Capella/626 (correct answer of sub-question #2) … 
The Mazda Capella is a mid-size car that was manufactured by Mazda (final answer) from 1970 to 
2002.

  [Results of Reasoning on Question Semantci Graph]: 

The Ford CD2 platform The car that was the design 
inspiration used by #1

#1 #2Select Bridege

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #1]:
  BreakRC: Automobile Platform
  Ours: GF

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #2]:
  BreakRC: Mazda Capella
  Ours: Mazda Capella

The manufacturer of #2

#3 Bridege

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #3]:
  BreakRC: Lotus
  Ours: Mazda (as final answer)

pass answer to slot #2

pass answer to slot #1

Case 5:
  [Question]: Which film, The Happiest Millionaire or Mars Needs Moms, was created first?
  [Answer]: The Happiest Millionaire
  [Context]: … The Happiest Millionaire is a 1967 (correct answer of sub-question #1) musical film 
starring Fred MacMurray and based upon the true story of Philadelphia millionaire Anthony J. Drexel 
Biddle. … Mars Needs Moms is a 2011 (correct answer of sub-question #2) American 
computer-animated film based on the Berkeley Breathed book of the same title. ...
 
  [Results of Reasoning on Question Semantci Graph]: 

When was The Happiest 
Millionaire created

Which is the lowest of #1 , #2

#1

#3

Select

Comparison
[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #1]:
  BreakRC: 1967
  Ours: 1967

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #3]:
  BreakRC: The Happiest Millionaire
  Ours: The Happiest Millionaire (as 
final answer)

pass answer to slot #1

When was Mars Needs 
Moms created

#2 Select

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #2]:
  BreakRC: 1967
  Ours: 2011

pass a
nswer to

 slo
t #2

Case 4:
  [Question]: The book translated as "School of Religions" was suggested to be written by whom?
  [Answer]: Mohsin Fani
  [Context]: … The Dabestān-e Mazāheb  (correct answer of sub-question #1), also transliterated as 
Dabistān-i Mazāhib (Persian: دبستان مذاھب    ) "School of Religions", is an examination and comparison 
of South Asian religions and sects of the mid-17th century. … Mohsin Fani (final answer) was a 
noted Persian historian from Iran. Some suggest he is the author of Dabistan-E-Mazahib.
 

 [Results of Reasoning on Question Semantci Graph]: 

The book translated as 
School of Religions Who was #1 suggested to be written by

#1 #2Select Bridge

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #1]:
  BreakRC: Dabistan-e-Mazahib
  Ours: The Dabestān-e Mazāheb

[Predicted Answer of Sub-Question #2]:
  BreakRC: Gary gygax
  Ours: Mohsin fani (as final answer)

pass answer to slot #1

Figure 5: Case Study. The green font represents the correct predicted answer, and the red font represents the
incorrect. Our method successfully learns the intermediate reasoning process and shows better interpretability.
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